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Memorandum 

To: Helen Bajorek-MacDonald

[bookmark: _GoBack]From: XXXXXX

Date: March 31, 2017

Subject: Placement and Course Report  What I Learned This Semester 





Introduction 



The purpose of this report is to deliver an outline the experiences and skills I had and developed with completion of my volunteer placement with Keswick High School. Also to reflect on my thoughts and knowledge I have and gained throughout my experience in the course Integrating Theory and Practice course.



Agency Overview



I completed my volunteer placement at Keswick High School. The high school is located in my home town of Keswick Ontario, and serves grade nine to twelve students from the growing community. Keswick High School is a public high school in the York Region District School Board, over 1500 students attend this school each year. 



Keswick High School offers many departments for different courses. Such as; Business Department, Assessment Evaluation and Communication Co-op Department, Dance and Drama Department, English Department, Family Studies Department, Geography Department, History Department, International Languages/ ESL Home International Languages Department, Math Department, Music Department, Personalized Alternative Education Home, Physical Education Department, Science Department, Special Education Department, Technology Department, and Visual Arts Department. All of these courses let students be successful to meet the requirements in order to graduate with a high school diploma. 



The high school also has a school council. This council is to make parents, students, teachers, and principles to build a partnership between these individuals. The school council provides advice on school matters and to help strengthen the school and its community. Members of the school community are encouraged and welcome to join meetings. As the school believes these individuals are the key to a successful school council. Being a part of the school council means to get involved with the school in order to make it great quality for learning and a safe environment. 



Another important thing that Keswick High School has is their Guidance office. The Guidance office focuses on the career and education programs that Keswick High School has to offer. The purpose of the Guidance office if to help each student complete high school successfully, to encourage students to realize their potential. The teachers that run the office help students by setting goals that can lead to a pathway to post-secondary education, apprenticeships, college or university. Guidance counsellors are also provided for students, to help them deal with personal or school related problems. 



Role(s) and Responsibilities



My roles and responsibilities at Keswick High School were composed of very general tasks. I was responsible for making sure the equipment used for the classes each day were properly prepared such as, the balls being pumped up and ready for use. I was in charge of setting up games for the gym class, as I set up the game basketball and put the girls into team and ran the gym class activity for some of the days I was volunteering. I was in charge of marking the classes health assignment by using a rubric my supervisor gave me and gave them levels from 1 to 4. My biggest task was the easiest and that was to watch over the class and make sure nothing went wrong or if something did go wrong to figure out a situation to fix it. As my responsibilities were fairly easy, it made me feel like I was doing above and beyond of what was asked of me. My supervisor Kelley was very helpful and willing to help me learn from her. I hope to continue to volunteer more at Keswick High School or any other school. 



Personal / Professional Goals



This year as I started a new stage of my life I have set both personal and professional goals for myself to achieve. A goal I set for myself is to be a better learner. I have achieved this goal by learning how to do a lot of things. I learned how to be more organized and this has helped me a lot when it comes to my learning. I also am better at managing my time when it comes to my school work, as I do not leave my work till the last minute anymore and set times so I am not doing my work late or stressing about it. I will continue to keep working on these skills I have gained through the year to help me graduate from my post-secondary education. 



Since grade ten I always knew that I wanted to be a nurse. I applied to five colleges when I was in grade twelve and patiently waited for acceptances. When I did not get any offers for nursing I was very upset but I did get two offers to Pre Health at Georgian College and an offer for General Arts and Science at Fleming College. I decided to take the offer for Fleming College in

hopes of it giving me a better chance to get into a nursing program. This program has indeed helped me get into a nursing program as I got accepted to Northern College to their Bachelor of Science and Nursing program. 



Essential Employability Skills 



Over the years of my education I learned how be adaptable, as I learned how to work with others in groups by giving my opinions and advice to get the job done. I wanted to develop this skill more for this semester and I believe that I did. I worked a lot in groups and learned how to carry out multiple tasks and or projects. I learned how to identify and suggest alternate ways to achieve goals and get the job done. Another skill I targeted for development this semester was with my communication skills and that was to be able to communicate with and maintain an effective working relationship with clients from diverse social, economical/cultural backgrounds. I believe I gained some of this skill but I need more experience. I have gained some of this skill by my hands on learning from my placement in the GHS program. As I go through more school I will hopefully end up more confident with this skill through nursing opportunities. 



Lynda.com offered me a lot of opportunities to learn things from it. The two courses I completed on Lynda.com was an Excel course and a Time Management course. 



The Excel course that I took was very helpful as it took you through the program and taught you everything about it and taught me how to use it. This course was very beneficial for me as I use Excel for math and this course helped me a lot when it came to my math labs because I knew how to use it, it made it more simple for me and I got the work done fast because I knew how to use it already and knew where everything was. This also helped me because I can put on my resume that I have computer skills because of my knowledge of excel. The Essential Employability Skill I have learned from this course was to manage information, to locate, gather and organize information using appropriate technology and information systems. The course was 6 hours long and took a long time to complete, I had trouble with understanding the things the instructor was saying and had to go back and listen again with this course. Overall it was an interesting course and I would recommend people to take it. 



The Time Management course I took was also very helpful and interesting. The course was about different strategies for people to use to manage their time better. This course was beneficial to me because I do need to improve on my time management skills and this gave me strategies to use to help me. As for any student they struggle with managing their time better and I think that this is a great course to take if you struggle with that. The Essential Employability Skill I gained from taking this course would be to be responsible in planning and managing time, money and other resources to achieve goals. I gained this skill because I learned how to manage my time by being responsible in order to achieve my goals. I started making lists of what I need to do and when I need them done by to make sure I am on track. The one thing I found difficult with this course is bringing these strategies in my life, as some of them are not realistic for me. Other than that it was a very helpful course and I would recommend students and people with bust lives to take it.



LinkedIn Profile



In my LinkedIn profile I need to make a few adjustments to make it better, as I got feedback from my instructor and a classmate. I need to fix the way I word things and a little bit of mechanical issues. Other than that I am happy with my profile. I think it is a very helpful tool to have to make yourself stand out and be prepared for the future. As a LinkedIn Profile is an electronic resume for people to look at online and help you find jobs and help people find you for jobs. As I get more experience I will keep updating my profile as I keep learning. The tools on LinkedIn are very helpful to help you build your profile and it is easy. I think this is a good resource for people to have and I will continue to use mine. 



Discussion



Throughout this semester I have learned and benefited a lot from the knowledge and experience that I encountered. One thing I really benefited from was the resume assignment. I think this was a very important thing for me to do as I got feedback and needed to fix a lot of things on it that my instructor suggested I should do. With the revision to my resume I feel more confident in it and feel like it will help me a lot when adding things to it for the future. 



My student placement experience was very beneficial to me also. The placement not only gave me more volunteer experience but also I learned skills from it as well. I learned how to work interpedently or as part of a team and to understand and work with then dynamics of a group. I started volunteering places a year ago and I will continue to volunteer and help people. The one thing I would do differently at my placement is I would have stayed longer to gain more experience at the school.



While making and putting together my portfolio I learned a lot about myself. I put together all the components that are required from all the work that I have done throughout the semester. The thing I learned about myself is that I have a lot to offer to future employers with my volunteer experience, my essential employability skills that I have gained this year, and a professional book all about myself and my learning. I think my portfolio will benefit me in the future because I could bring it with me to job interviews and show them my portfolio and keep adding to it. Not a lot of people would have something like this and it could help me stand out.



I am planning on returning to school in September to Northern College as I got accepted to their Bachelor of Science and collaborative Nursing (BscN) Program. I am very excited to finally begin my steps to start my career as a nurse. My goal for when I am done my 4 year nursing program is to specialize and become a neonatal nurse.



Recommendations 



Overall I think that this course is well put together and is easy to follow and very helpful to students for a number of reasons. Although the one thing I would recommend for the course is to go through resume building more, as for my resume I did not do very good on it. I feel like if there were more opportunities to work on the resumes in class I would have done a lot better on it. For the applied volunteer learning experience, I found it difficult to find a placement, so the one recommendation for the placement would be get more guidance and help with that. 



My advice for future student for this program would be not to leave things to the last minute. I have learned that in this program that it goes at a very fast pace and if you leave things to the last minute it will make you more stressed then you already are and you probably will not a good mark for it. It is important to learn how to balance a social life and your studies or else one will take over the other. The thing that will make you successful in this program is to actually try your best and not just treat your work like it does not matter. Lastly, use the resources available to you. Your teachers are the best resource, if you have a question or need help you can email them or even set up a meeting. The tutor center is also a great resource to use for your success in the program. 



Self-Evaluation 



I was actually impressed with myself with my performance this semester, I completed all the work in this course so far and have gotten good grades and have completed everything on time and with my best effort. I have attended every class in this course and on time as well. The things I would do differently if I could do this course again would be to seek out more help with my instructor to get feedback on work before handing it in so I could do better. My placement supervisor gave me an excellent review, as she claimed she would welcome me back to volunteer again. She said I was on time every day and that I was eager to help and get involved with the students learning. My supervisor Kelley also said that I maintained a great level of respect, that I demonstrated excellent communication skill, and that I was very positive and it was a pleasure to have me.  Overall, in my Performance Self-Evaluation Scale I gave myself best effort. I gave this to myself because I believe I have done everything with my best effort as I have completed all the coursework in this course thus far, I have attended every class and was on time for every class, I participated in class on a regular basis with group activities and class discussions, I believe I put my best effort in my portfolio and report, and lastly I put my best effort into my applied volunteer learning placement as I learned a lot from it and had a lot to offer to the students and my supervisor. 









 








Report

To: Helen Bajorek-MacDonald

[bookmark: _GoBack]From: XXXX

Date: April 4, 2017

Subject: Applied Volunteer Learning  



Introduction

This report will discuss my personal growth and the skills I learned throughout this semester. All of the different aspects of this course helped me grow as a professional and will help me continue to develop as I pursue my future career. Many important topics were covered ranging from resume writing to skills gaps and many different tools were utilized such as Lynda.com and the creation of a LinkedIn profile. 

Agency Overview

I completed my applied volunteer learning placement with the Fitness and Health Promotion (FHP) students at Fleming College. The FHP course prepares students to perform the roles and responsibilities of a fitness and health consultant. 

Roles and Responsibilities 

During my applied volunteer learning placement I was paired up with one of the FHP students to act as their client. This allowed them to take the role of the trainer and practice the skills they have learned throughout the semester. This was also a good opportunity for me to be on the opposite side of an assessment that I would not usually be on. The skills that my trainer practiced included resting blood pressure, resting heart rate, body composition measurements, exercising heart rate, recovery from aerobic exercise and musculoskeletal fitness. It was my responsibility to show interest and ask questions to make sure both my trainer and I were getting the most out of this experience. It was also very important for me to be in class every week to make sure my trainer had the opportunity to practice his newly learned skills before the full assessment he needed to complete at the end of the semester. 

Personal/Professional Goals

The goals I set for myself at the beginning of this course have remained steady throughout the semester. There are some goals that I haven’t achieved yet and some that I am overjoyed to say I have. The goals that I have achieved and am particularly proud of include attaining good grades in the GHS program, getting accepted into the paramedic program at Fleming College and continuing to train at CrossFit Lindsay. My grades in the GHS program lead me to my greatest success this semester, which was receiving my acceptance into the paramedic program. Continuing my training at CrossFit Lindsay has been an easy goal for me to attain. I love the community at the gym and I am positive that the goals I set in the gym will result in success outside of the gym in regards to my future career. The goals I have not yet achieved include volunteering, gaining employment in the health care industry and graduating from the paramedic program. Once I am finished the GHS program, I am planning to be an active volunteer at the Peterborough Regional Health Center (PRHC) in the palliative care unit. This division of the hospital is very important to me as it is where my grandma received care until she passed away. The staff at PRHC were exceptional and I would love to be a part of a team that makes their patients and family members feel so comfortable under the most unfortunate circumstances. I am optimistic that my perseverance and determination will allow me to graduate from the paramedic program, just as it allowed me to get accepted. 

Essential Employability Skills

Two skills that I targeted to develop this semester were to cope with uncertainty and to be able to set goals and priorities balancing work and personal life. I found that I was able to work on these two skills a lot throughout the past couple months. I set false deadlines to complete assignments to make sure I had time to rearrange my schedule in case of unexpected situations. I started working part time in February, which I think helped me to develop both of these skills even more. Having to balance work, school, finances, a relationship and the gym really pushed me to the limit and created a lot of stress in my life. I was having a lot of trouble finding the right balance for all of these aspects of my life that are all so important to me. Having a lot of support at home and positive environments at work and at the gym made all the difference for me. In the future, I will continue to develop these skills by practising the good habits I have established this semester. I find it essential to make false deadlines and I will continue to do this outside of school to develop my skill of coping with uncertainty. I have learned to lean on people and ask for help when I need it and this has helped me balance work and personal life.  

lynda.com

The two courses I took on lynda.com this semester were “Balancing Work and Life” and “Managing Your Time.” The main benefit of the balancing work and life course was that it opened my eyes to the different aspect of life that need to be balanced, that I didn’t even think of. One of these things was how to balance technology. I find this challenging because I like to be connected at all times. I don’t live at home anymore and I am extremely close with my dad, so having my phone at hand all the time allows me to have that security that he’s there whenever I need him. This course reminded me that it is important to disconnect and be present in your day-to-day life. The managing your time course helped me by teaching me the 80/20 rule. The 80/20 rule states that not every task is completed equal. The 20% is the work that is interesting and important to the level that it is strategically going to move a team forward, faster. The 80% is the work that just need to get done. This course taught me how to prioritize and recognize the 20% and spend less time on the 80%. This course helped me develop the specific essential employability skills that I had selected earlier this semester. I chose the balancing work and life course specifically to meet my goal of learning how to set goals and priorities balancing work and personal life. The managing your time course helped with my goal to cope with uncertainty. Being able to better manage my time helped me to finish assignments and tasks right away instead of procrastinating and letting things pile up. Having things pile up made me feel overwhelmed, and being able to manage everything on my plate has helped me a lot when unexpected situations arise. 

LinkedIn Profile

I look forward using my LinkedIn profile in the future. I am satisfied with my profile right now, but I know I can make it even better. Adding some more achievements and skills will make my profile stand out even more to future employers. I am going to add my updated resume to my profile to make it even more employer-friendly. I think this website is an excellent tool I will utilize in the future. I still have yet to access some of the resources and forums that are available on LinkedIn but I look forward to doing so. I think it is important to take advantage of all of the different tools that are provided in the GHS program to help me in my future as a student and a professional. 

Discussion

During my applied volunteer learning experience I learned how to communicate better. Since my trainer and I both took the roles of a professional throughout this experience, the communication skills I learned can be directly applied to the workplace. My trainer had to explain to me how and why he was doing different assessments and I had to take instruction and help him to get the practise he needed as well. This experience was a really good way to learn how to effectively collaborate. I found that since my trainer and I were in two different programs and were working towards two different goals, we learned a lot from each other. 

The task that had the most value to me this semester was the resume module. A resume is the first impression a future employer has of you before they meet you, so it is extremely important to stand out and be memorable. Before having my resume graded, I thought I had created an effective resume that would catch an employer’s eye. After getting feedback on my resume I realize how much I could update to make it even more operational. I used all my instructor’s feedback and I am 100% more confident in my resume now. 

I put a lot of hard work into my portfolio throughout this semester. I like how it is a gathering of my accomplishments and now I have a collection of pieces to show off to employers. While making my portfolio, I learned about my goals and it helped me realize how much I have achieved this far in my life. I found that when I was finished my portfolio I felt more confident in myself and more prepared for an interview. In the future, I will bring this to interviews and “show off” my skills and successes that are attractive to employers. 

After the GHS program I will continue to study at Fleming College. I have been accepted into the paramedic program and will start in September of 2017. Since starting this program, my goals and career path has not wavered. I have my heart set on being a paramedic and I am thankful for this course for getting me started and on the right track to achieving my goals. Since I didn’t take any science based courses in high school, I wouldn’t have gotten accepted if it wasn’t for what I learned this past year. 



Recommendations

One recommendation I would make to enhance the applied volunteer learning experience is to make sure you chose a placement that interests you and will benefit you in your future career. If I could do my experience again I would make sure it was more health care based. I think that if I focused in more on my future career I would have been more engaged and got more out of the experience. 

Some advice I would give to future students who engage in this course would be to prioritize the work in this course. All of the tasks in this course are helping to shape you into a professional and are very useful to students when they enter the workplace. Make sure to make false deadlines and keep up with assignments to avoid having to cram at the last minute. Being able to spend as much time as possible on these tasks will be beneficial in the future. 

Self-Evaluation

I think I gave a really good effort this semester in this course. I appreciated all of the opportunities it gave me to grow and develop the skills I will need when I am entering the workplace. I put a lot of effort into all of the different tasks that were assigned throughout the course I think this is reflected in my grades. If I was to do this course again, I would try to avoid leaving assignments until the last minute. This added a lot of unnecessary stress to me and made the workload of the GHS program overwhelming at times. Even though this was one of my downfalls in this course, I learned from it and know how to avoid the same situation again. The grade I have assigned to myself on the performance self-evaluation scale for my overall assessment was “Best Effort.” I showed up to every single class and made sure all my assignments were handed in on time. Even though I felt rushed when it came to some of the tasks given in this course, I still put my best foot forward and gave it my all. I tried my best to participate in class and took the leadership role in a group whenever I could. I enjoyed my applied volunteer learning experience and completed my hours in a timely fashion. I tried to add creative artifacts to my portfolio to make it stand out and spent a lot of time writing my report. These are the reasons why I graded myself as “Best Effort.” I enjoyed this course and I know the skills and I learned and the tools that I was given will make me even more successful than I could have thought. 
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GHS Assessment Map - Semester 1

FALL 2015

Assessment worth 10% or more

		Wk

		Biology 

(SCIE148)

		Chemistry 

(SCIE 150)

		Math 

(MATH 117)

		Professional Issues

(HLTH 273)

		Communications

(COMM 79)

		Psychology 

(SOCI 36)



		1

		

		

		

		Course Outline Quiz (no grade)

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		2

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #1 (1.5%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%)

		Online Lab Safety Quiz (1%)

D2L quiz 1(1.5%)

		Quiz 1 (3%)

Skills Assessment 1 (1%)

		Class Activity CA2 (3%)



		Reading Comprehension Quiz

		Practice Quiz



		

		3.5%

		2.5%

		4%

		3%

		

		



		3

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #2 (3.5%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%))

		Lab Workbook (3%)

D2L quiz 2(1.5%)

		Quiz 2 (3%)

Skills Assessment 2 (1%)

		Prep Activity PA3 (2%)

Class Activity CA3 (3%)

		3-2-1 (5%)

		Quiz 1 (4%)



		

		5.5%

		4.5%

		4%

		5%

		5%

		



		4

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #3 (3.5%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%)

		Tutorial (2%)

D2L quiz 3(1.5%)



		Test 1 (15%)

Skills Assessment 3 (1%)

		Prep Activity PA4 (2%)

Class Activity CA4 (2%)

		3-2-1 (5%)



		Quiz 2 (4%)



		

		5.5%

		3.5%

		16%

		4%

		5%

		



		5

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #4 (3.5%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%)

		Lab Workbook (3%)



		Quiz 3 (3%)

Skills Assessment 4 (1%)

		Research Summaries (5%)

Prep Activity PA5 (2%)

Class Activity CA5 (5%)

		Personal Essay (15%) 

		Quiz 3 (4%)



		

		5.5%

		3%

		4%

		12%

		15%

		



		6

		Test #1 (15%)

		Tutorial (2%)

D2L Quiz 4 (1.5%)

Lab Quiz 1 in Testing Centre (5%)

		Skills Assessment 5 (1%)

		Prep Activity PA6 (2%)

Class Activity CA6 (2 x 2% = 4%)

		

		No Class Thanksgiving Monday



		

		15%

		8.5%

		1%

		6%

		

		



		7

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #5(3.5%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%)

		D2L Quiz 5 (1.5%)

Midterm (15%)

		Test 2 (15%)

Skills Assessment 6 (1%)

		Prep Activity PA7 (2%)

Class Activity CA7 (3%)

		Summary and Response (15%)

		Quiz 4 (4%)



		

		5.5%

		16.5%

		16%

		5%

		15%

		



		8

		

		

		

		

		

		










		Wk

		Biology 

(SCIE148)

		Chemistry 

(SCIE 150)

		Math 

(MATH 117)

		Professional Issues

(HLTH 273)

		Communications

(COMM 79)

		Psychology 

(SOCI 36)



		9

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #6 (3.5%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%)

		Lab Workbook (3%)

D2L Quiz 6 (1.5%)

Online Nomenclature Practice Test (2%)

		Quiz 4 (3%)

Skills Assessment 7 (1%)

		Prep Activity PA9 (2%)

Class Activity CA9 (2%)

		3-2-1 (5%)

		Critical Thinking Assignment #1 (20%)



		

		5.5%

		6.5%

		4%

		4%

		5%

		



		10

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #7 (3.5%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%)

		Nomenclature Test (8%)

Group Case Study (2%)

D2L Quiz 7 (1.5%)

		Quiz 5 (3%)

Skills Assessment 8 (1%)

		Prep Activity PA10 (2%)

Class Activity CA10 (5%)

		

		Quiz 5 (4%)



		

		5.5%%

		11.5%

		4%

		7%

		

		



		11

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #8 (3.5%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%)

		Lab Workbook (3%)

		Test 3 (15%)

Skills Assessment 9 (1%)

		Culminating Task (30%)

Prep Activity PA11 (2%)

Class Activity CA11 (2%)

		Portfolio (20%)

3-2-1 (5%)

		Quiz 6 (4%)



		

		5.5%

		3%

		16%

		34%

		25%

		



		12

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #9 (3.5%)



		Full Lab Report (3%)

D2L Quiz 8 (1.5%)

		Quiz 6 (3%)

Skills Assessment 10 (1%)

		Prep Activity PA12 (2%)

Class Activity CA12 (5%)



		Research Essay Draft (5%)

		Quiz 7 (4%)

Psyc In Your Life Project (20%)



		

		5%

		4.5%

		4%

		7%

		

		



		13

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #10(3.5%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%)

		Tutorial (2%)

Lab Quiz 2 in Testing Centre (5%)

D2L Quiz 9 (1.5%)

		Quiz 7 (3%)

Skills Assessment 11 (1%)

		Prep Activity PA13 (2%)

Class Activity CA13 (4%)



		Research Essay (20%)



		Quiz 8 (4%)



		

		5.5%

		8.5%

		4%

		6%

		20%

		



		14

		Think About This (1%)

Lab #11 (2%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%)

		Full Lab Report (5%)

D2L Quiz 10 (1.5%)

		Quiz 8 (3%)

Skills Assessment 12 (1%)

		CT Presentations (5%)

Class Activity CA14 (2%)

		Presentation (5%)

		Quiz 9 (4%)



		

		3.5%

		6.5%

		4%

		7%

		5%

		



		15

		Test #2 (25%)

		Final Exam (20%)

		Test 4 (20%)



		

		

		Critical Thinking Assignment #2 (20%)

Quiz 10 (4%)



		

		25%

		20%

		20%

		

		

		



		Notes

		i-clicker Participation (5%)

Lowest Think About This is dropped

		Lab Safety Mark (1%)

		*Best 11/12 Skills Assessment Marks 

*3% Bonus for Scavenger Hunt

*Roman Numerals and Cancelling Units Bonus Assignment (Week 8 – 2%)

		Students must complete prep activities in order to earn PA marks.  Class activities are largely, but not wholly, dependent on completion of prep activities; students may earn partial CA marks 

*3% bonus for D2L Quiz by end of Week 2

		

		



		

		5%

		1%
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GHS Assessment Map - Semester 1

FALL 2016

Assessment worth 10% or more

		Wk

		Biology 

(SCIE148)

		Chemistry 

(SCIE 150)

		Math 

(MATH 117)

		Professional Issues

(HLTH 273)

		Communications 

(COMM 201)

		Psychology 

(SOCI 36)



		1

		

		

		Diagnostic (1%)

		Course Outline Quiz (no grade)

		

		



		

		

		

		1%

		

		

		



		2

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #1 (1.5%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%)

		Online Lab Safety Quiz (1%)

D2L quiz 1(1.5%)

		Activity 1 (2%)



		Class Activity CA2 (3%)



		Reading Comprehension Quiz

		Practice Quiz



		

		3%

		2.5%

		2%

		3%

		

		



		3

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #2 (3.0%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%))

		Lab Workbook (3%)

D2L quiz 2(1.5%)

		Quiz 1 (3%)

D2L homework 1 (2%)

		Prep Activity PA3 (2%)

Class Activity CA3 (3%)

		3-2-1 (5%)

		Quiz 1 (4%)



		

		5%

		4.5%

		5%

		5%

		5%

		



		4

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #3 (3%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%)

		Tutorial (2%)

D2L quiz 3(1.5%)



		

D2L homework 2 (2%)

		Prep Activity PA4 (2%)

Class Activity CA4 (2%)

		3-2-1 (5%)



		Quiz 2 (4%)



		

		5%

		3%

		2%

		4%

		5%

		



		5

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #4 (1.5%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%)

		Lab Workbook (3%)



		Test 1 (20%)

		Research Summaries (5%)

Prep Activity PA5 (2%)

Class Activity CA5 (5%)

		Personal Essay (15%) 

		Quiz 3 (4%)



		

		5%

		3%

		20%

		12%

		15%

		



		6

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #6 (3%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%)

		Tutorial (2%)

D2L Quiz 4 (1.5%)

Lab Quiz 1 in Testing Centre (5%)

		Activity #2 (2%)

D2L homework 3 (2%)

		Prep Activity PA6 (2%)

Class Activity CA6 (2 x 2% = 4%)

		

		No Class Thanksgiving Monday



		

		15%

		8.5%

		4%

		6%

		

		



		7

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #5(3%)



		D2L Quiz 5 (1.5%)

Midterm (15%)

		Quiz 2 (3%)

D2L homework 4 (2%)

		Prep Activity PA7 (2%)

Class Activity CA7 (3%)

		Summary and Response (15%)

		Quiz 4 (4%)



		

		5%

		16.5%

		5%

		5%

		15%

		



		8

		

		

		Bonus Modules (2%)

D2L homework 5 (2%)

		

		

		










		Wk

		Biology 

(SCIE148)

		Chemistry 

(SCIE 150)

		Math 

(MATH 117)

		Professional Issues

(HLTH 273)

		Communications

(COMM 79)

		Psychology 

(SOCI 36)



		9

		Test #1 (20%)



		Lab Workbook (3%)

D2L Quiz 6 (1.5%)

Online Nomenclature Practice Test (2%)

		D2L homework 6 (2%)

		Prep Activity PA9 (2%)

Class Activity CA9 (2%)

		3-2-1 (5%)

		Critical Thinking Assignment #1 (20%)



		

		20%

		6.5%

		2%

		4%

		5%

		



		10

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #7 (3%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%)

		Nomenclature Test (8%)

Group Case Study (2%)

D2L Quiz 7 (1.5%)

		Activity 3 (2%)

Test 2 (20%)



		Prep Activity PA10 (2%)

Class Activity CA10 (5%)

		

		Quiz 5 (4%)



		

		5%%

		11.5%

		22%

		7%

		

		



		11

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #8 (3%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%)

		Lab Workbook (3%)

		D2L homework 7 (2%)

		Culminating Task (30%)

Prep Activity PA11 (2%)

Class Activity CA11 (2%)

		Portfolio (20%)

3-2-1 (5%)

		Quiz 6 (4%)



		

		5%

		3%

		2%

		34%

		25%

		



		12

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #9 (3%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%)

		Full Lab Report (3%)

D2L Quiz 8 (1.5%)

		Activity 4 (2%)

D2L homework 8 (2%)

		Prep Activity PA12 (2%)

Class Activity CA12 (5%)



		Research Essay Draft (5%)

		Quiz 7 (4%)

Psyc In Your Life Project (20%)



		

		5%

		4.5%

		4%

		7%

		

		



		13

		Think About This (1%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab #10(3%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%)

		Tutorial (2%)

Lab Quiz 2 in Testing Centre (5%)

D2L Quiz 9 (1.5%)

		Quiz 3 (3%)

D2L homework 9 (2%)

		Prep Activity PA13 (2%)

Class Activity CA13 (4%)



		Research Essay (20%)



		Quiz 8 (4%)



		

		5%

		8.5%

		5%

		6%

		20%

		



		14

		Think About This (1%)

Pre Lab (0.5%)

Lab #11 (3%)

D2L Quiz (0.5%)

		Full Lab Report (5%)

D2L Quiz 10 (1.5%)

		Activity 5 (2%)

D2L homework 10 (2%)

		CT Presentations (5%)

Class Activity CA14 (2%)

		Presentation (5%)

		Quiz 9 (4%)



		

		5%

		6.5%

		4%

		7%

		5%

		



		15

		Test #2 (25%)

		Final Exam (20%)

		Test 3 (20%)



		

		

		Critical Thinking Assignment #2 (20%)

Quiz 10 (4%)



		

		25%

		20%

		20%

		

		

		



		Notes

		*i-clicker Participation (5%)

* Best 10 of 11 for D2L Quizzes, Think About This and PreLab 

		Lab Safety Mark (1%)

		*3% Bonus for Scavenger Hunt

*Roman Numerals and Cancelling Units Bonus Assignment (Week 8 – 2%)

		Students must complete prep activities in order to earn PA marks.  Class activities are largely, but not wholly, dependent on completion of prep activities; students may earn partial CA marks 

*3% bonus for D2L Quiz by end of Week 2

		

		



		

		5%

		1%

		

		

		

		





***Note:  Comm201 assessments do not reflect recent curriculum changes – these will be adjusted by Comm faculty in Semester 2**
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		2016 Pre-Health Sciences Pathway to Certificates and Diplomas VLOs



		

· Demonstrate competency in foundational biology, chemistry and mathematics to a level that will facilitate success in a college post-secondary science-based program. VLO2



· Utilize a variety of information sources to effectively solve problems. VLO4





		

· Discuss and analyze biological concepts and systems of human biology, specifically cells, tissues and organ systems, and identify their relation to homeostasis, health, wellness and the human body.

 

· Discuss the fundamental concepts of chemistry, specifically the properties of matter and organic compounds, and apply them to processes and applications related to health, wellness and the human body. 



· Apply concepts of mathematics and statistics to interpret health care data and solve typical mathematical problems in health care and related science professions. 



		

· Use a variety of tools to communicate effectively to a wide range of academic, personal and professional audiences. VLO5



		

· Communicate clearly, concisely, and correctly in written, spoken, and visual form using language and terminology appropriate and relevant to health and other science-related fields.    



		

· Demonstrate independent learning skills in a manner that will facilitate success in future college science-related programs and in the workplace. VLO1



		

· Discuss strategies for ongoing personal and professional development.



		· Articulate a personal learning plan that defines educational goals and skills needed for a successful transition to future post-secondary and workplace experiences. VLO3

		· Investigate future careers in health sciences and other high affinity fields and identify appropriate postsecondary programs to prepare for chosen career.







    





VLO Comparisons_GHS to MOU_DRAFT | Created June 2015




Pre-Health Sciences Pathway to Certificates and Diplomas

Summary of Elements of Performance by VLO

2016/17

VLO 1

Examine fundamental biological concepts, processes and systems of the human body, including the structure, function and properties of the molecules of life, cells, tissues and organ systems in relation to homeostasis and health.

[image: ]

Comments:

All EOPs covered in Scie148/149 with additional coverage in Soci36 and Hlth273 for two EOPs.

VLO 2

Examine fundamental concepts, processes and systems of chemistry, including matter and chemical bonding; quantities in chemical reactions; solutions and solubility; acids and bases; as well as nomenclature, structure and properties of organic compounds in relation to health and the human body. 

[image: ]

Comments:

All EOPs covered in Scie150/151 with additional coverage in Scie148 for several.



VLO 3

Solve basic numeric problems and interpret data related to health sciences and other science-related fields using mathematical concepts, including algebra, basic probability and descriptive statistics.

[image: ]

Comments:

All EOPs covered in Math117/118 with additional coverage in Scie150/151, Scie148/149.



VLO  4

Use health sciences and other science-related language and terminology appropriately to communicate clearly, concisely, and correctly in written, spoken, and visual forms.

[image: ]

Comments:

EOPs covered in a variety of courses across the program.  See Program VLO map.



VLO 5

Prepare a personal strategy and plan for academic, career and professional development in the health sciences or other science-related fields. 



[image: ]

Comments:

EOPs covered mainly in Hlth273/Hlth274 with some covered in Soci36 and Comm201/202.



VLO 6

Investigate health sciences and science-related questions, problems and evidence using the scientific method.

[image: ]

Comments:

[bookmark: _GoBack]EOPs addressed in Soci36, Math117/118, Scie148/149, Scie150/151



General Comments:

Hlth274: This feedback is based on the Winter 2017 delivery. The course is undergoing dramatic change for the Winter 2018 iteration.

HLTH 273: is undergoing dramatic changes in delivery through Spring 2017 redevelopment (from 2-hour seminar to 1-hour lab followed by 1-hour seminar). The redevelopment includes revitalization of integration with other program courses. Availability of a lab will provide opportunities for use of lab time to support electronic training for other program course needs, as well as serve as a research-base to support other program course needs.

COMM 201: is undergoing minor revision through Spring 2017 development for implementation in FA 2017.
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GHS Assessment Map - Semester 2

UPDATED Winter 2016

Assessment worth more than 10% or more

[bookmark: _GoBack]Updated – green highlight

		

		Biology 

(SCIE149)

		Chemistry 

(SCIE 151)

		Math 

(MATH 118)

		Theory & Practice

(HLTH 274)

		Communications

(COMM 159)



		1

		D2L Quiz (0.5%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab Application (1%)

Lab (3%)

		D2L Quiz (1.5%)

Stoichiometry tutorial (3%)

		Team Quiz 1

		

		



		

		5%

		4.5%

		

		

		



		2

		D2L Quiz (0.5%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab Application (1%)

Lab (3%)

		D2L Quiz (1.5%)

Limiting reactant lab (4%)

		Team Quiz 2

Dosage Activity (3%)

Quiz 1 (3%)

		PA2 (2%)

CA2 (3%)

		Module 2 Quiz (2%)



		

		5%

		5.5%

		6%

		6%

		2%



		3

		D2L Quiz (0.5%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab Application (1%)

Lab (3%)

		D2L Quiz (1.5%)

VSEPR & Changes of State Worksheet (3%)

		Lab 1 (1%)

Theory Test 1 (10%)

		Workplace Comm’n 1:  Career Profile E-mail (4%)

CA3 (2%)



		Module 3 Quiz (3%)

Research Proposal (5%)



		

		5%

		4.5%

		11%

		6%

		8%



		4

		D2L Quiz (0.5%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab Application (1%)

Lab (3%)

		In-Class Quiz 1 (5%)

The Bends Case Study (2%)

		Team Quiz3

Lab 2 (1%)

Quiz 2 (3%)

		PA4 (2%)

		Module 4 Quiz (2%)

Research worksheet (5%)



		

		5%

		7%

		4%

		2%

		7%



		5

		D2L Quiz (0.5%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab Application (1%)

Lab (3%)

		D2L Quiz (1.5%)

Determination of Molar Mass Worksheet (3%)

		Team Quiz 4

Lab 3 (1%)

Quiz 3 (3%)



		Workplace Comm’n 2:  Voicemail (4%)

PA5 (3%)

		Module 5 Quiz (3%)

Report Introduction (5%)



		

		5%

		4.5%

		4%

		7%

		8%



		6

		D2L Quiz (0.5%)

Lab (2%)

		Test 1 (15%)

		Bonus Lab (1%)

Lab Test (10%)

Quiz 4 (3%)

		Professional Development 1 (4%)

CA6 (2%)

		Role Play (5%)

Role Play Self-Report (5%)



		

		2.5%

		15%

		14%

		6%

		10%



		7

		Test #1 (15%)

		Solubility Curve lab (4%)

		Theory Test (20%)

		Performance Review 1 (4%)

LinkedIn Profile (10%)

		Module 7 Quiz (2%)

Peer Edit / Report Draft (3%)



		

		15%

		4%

		20%

		14%

		5%














		

		Biology 

(SCIE149)

		Chemistry 

(SCIE 151)

		Math 

(MATH 118)

		Theory & Practice

(HLTH 274)

		Communications

(COMM 159)



		8

		



		9

		D2L Quiz (0.5%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab Application (1%)

Lab (3%)

		D2L Quiz (1.5%)

Murder Mystery Group Report (5%)

		Team Quiz 5

		PA9 (2%)

CA9 (2%)

		Research Report (15%)

Small group report presentations (4%)



		

		5%

		6.5%

		

		4%

		19%



		10

		D2L Quiz (0.5%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab Application (1%)

Lab (3%)

		D2L Quiz (1.5%)

In Class Quiz 2 (5%)

Equilibrium worksheet (3%)

		Team Quiz 6

Quiz 5 (3%)



		Professional Development 2 (4%)

Performance Review 2 (4%)

		Module 8 Quiz (2%)

Cover Letter Contents (5%)



		

		5%

		9.5%

		3%

		8%

		7%



		11

		D2L Quiz (0.5%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab Application (1%)

Lab (3%)

		D2L Quiz (1.5%)

Titration Lab Report (4%)

		Theory Test (10%)

Quiz 6 (3%)

		PA11 (2%)

CA11-1 (2%); CA11-2 (3%)

		Module 9 Quiz (2%)



		

		5%

		5.5%

		13%

		7%

		2%



		12

		D2L Quiz (0.5%)

Lab (2%)

		D2L Quiz (1.5%)

		Team Quiz 7

		Portfolio with Report (25%)

PA12 (2%)

		Module 10 Quiz (2%)

Resume and Cover Letter (15%)



		

		2.5%

		1.5%

		

		27%

		17%



		13

		D2L Quiz (0.5%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab Application (1%)

Lab (3%)

		D2L Quiz (1.5%)

Lab Test (7%)

		Team Quiz 8

Quiz 7 (3%)

		Portfolio Presentation (Wks. 13-15) (10%)

Listener’s Reports (Wks. 13-15) (2%)

		Interviews (Weeks 13-15) (15%)



		

		5%

		8.5%

		3%

		12% (for some)

		15%



		14

		D2L Quiz (0.5%)

PreLab (0.5%)

Lab Application (1%)

Lab (3%)

		D2L Quiz (1.5%)

Redox Group Case Study (2%)

		Team Quiz 9

Quiz 8 (3%)

		Portfolio Presentations 

Listener’s Reports

		Interviews



		

		5%

		3.5%

		3%

		12% (for some)

		



		15

		Test #2 (25%)

		Test 2 (20%)

		Theory Test (20%)

		Portfolio Presentations

Listener’s Reports

		Interviews



		

		25%

		20%

		20%

		12% (for some)

		



		Note

		Iclicker 5%

		

		

		PA = prep activity

CA = class activity

		



		

		

		

		

		

		







